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Learning corners at 5 government schools 

Gugguri Jayadev <deenabandhutrust@gmail.com> Wed, Jun 21, 2017 at 1:42 AM
To: atman parikh <atmanrparikh@gmail.com>
Cc: Melli Annamalai <annam38@yahoo.com>

Dear Mr Atman Parikh,

Thank you for your kind response.  

Earlier, in our proposal to Oracle we  proposed   5 learning corners, each costing Rs 50,000.00.  So the total cost of 5
learning corners was 2,50,000 rupees. However the Oracle had an upper limit for their grants which was about Rs 20,
000,00-00  rupees and this budget could not include the learning corners for science as there were other pressing items
of expenditure. 

This is the context that Dr Melli suggested  the possibility of  pursuing the same project of "Learning corners" through
some other  source like ASHA for education. 

Teaching Learning Material (TLM) for each Learning corner will cost  57,828 rupees. We find that the schools do not have
display furniture where they can keep them and display.  So we added another 20,000 to each learning corner as cost for
the furniture. 

So the total cost of each Learning corner is 77,823 inclusive of all taxes. 

I am sorry that this break up was not made clear in the proposal.

Depending on the budget constraints we can reduce the number of TLMs that we are gong to give to each school  and
there by reduce the budget if it is inevitable. 

Or,  on the other hand we can implement the project in phases,  of giving tow to three learning corners  per year and
complete the project over a period of two years. 

These are just suggestions.

The other question of science Park: We can erect the science park only in govt schools that have good play ground. We
need at least half an acre of land to erect the science park. Each science park will cost nearly 8,00,000 rupees. We are
making a separate proposal for that. 

Looking forwards to hear from you,

With Kind Regards,

Jayadev
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